[Assessment on effect of treatment of chronic plaque type psoriasis by combination therapy of composite shendi decoction and diyin tablet].
To seek for a better therapy for chronic plaque type psoriasis. The effect of 35 patients in the tested group treated with combination therapy of composite Shendi Decoction (CSDD) and Diyin Tablet (DYT) was observed and compared with the effect of those treated by CSDD alone (25 cases) or by DYT alone (18 cases) as the control groups. The total effective rate in the treated group was 94.29%, and that in the two control groups was 88.00% and 83.33% respectively. The markedly effective rate in the treated group was 62.86%, and that for the control group was 36.00% and 27.78% respectively. Ridit test showed significant difference among the effectiveness in the three groups, while chi 2 showed the difference of the total effective rate in the three groups was insignificant, but that of the markedly effective rate was significant. Serum IL-8 and plasma endothelin levels of 11 cases in the treated group were examined before and after treatment, the results showed that both the two parameters were reduced after the combination therapy. The effect of combination therapy of CSDD and DYT was better than that of CSDD or DYT alone, therefore, it is worth further studying and spreading.